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to those who are unhoused and struggle each day to find shelter.
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The Living Room
The living room can be a place of refuge if life is going well, and a place of frustration
and stasis if life is not going well. Making decisions inside of the home based on aesthetics is
important in both my well-being and work. This aesthetic desire prevails from the choice of
furniture and adornments to the seemingly trivial tasks present in domestic acts, such as washing
dishes, making dinner or vacuuming a floor. The domestic aesthetic takes shape through my
being mindful of it, enough to introduce it as subject matter in my work. Relating to the
aesthetics of a domestic space, Martin Heidegger's essay Building, Dwelling, Thinking from 1954
is an introspective look into what it means to dwell. This text was written in response to the
housing shortage after World War II. Dwelling, according to Heidegger, is to remain in place and
to be situated in a certain relationship with existence, a relationship which is characterized by
nurturing, enabling the world to be as it is. Heidegger claims that we “attain to dwelling, so it
seems, only by means of building. The latter, building, has the former, dwelling, as its goal.”1
The human desire to dwell is so strong that, even if forced to live in small confined spaces,
humans still try to make the best of their conditions. For me the fundamental nature of this desire
to dwell is enough to introduce living spaces as my primary subject matter.
My work’s focus is on the living room, specifically the living rooms I am familiar with,
which also includes a studio apartment where the living room is included with the bedroom,
kitchen, and bathroom. In a general sense, a living room holds the most sentimental and practical
of things, an index of which follows.

1
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Walls: The walls in the spaces I have lived in are painted or expose the material the structure is
made out of and can be painted almost any color imaginable.
Seating: There are usually one or two seating objects in most living rooms. A couch, a chair, a
rocking chair, a meditation cushion, a futon, a bed. These offer a space for relaxation, thought, or
community.
Pictures/ art: I have encountered a variety of objects on walls, in my own living spaces and in
those I have visited. These objects often signify taste and deliver certain sensations or preserve
memories. These objects tend to say a lot about the holder of the room, and may include
photographs, paintings, posters, notes, ceramic objects, or religious icons.
Windows: A window offers a view if the owner of the space is lucky enough to have a window.
It could look out on an ocean, a lake, a forest, a busy sidewalk, or a building. It could be a small
window, big window, or one of multiple windows. The window sill should also be mentioned,
and is often full of unwanted dirt, or in my experience the knick-knacks that have been collected
over the years.
Floor: Ultimately floor decorations are not necessary, but many living rooms have a carpet on top
of hardwood or concrete floors, or none if the floor is already carpeted.
Lighting: Most likely there is a light source in a room, which may include ceiling fixtures,
natural daylight, sconces, a floor lamp, table lamp, diffuser light, battery operated light, neon
light or a candle.
Special items: These are the objects which can be useful for entertainment or decoration, but are
not necessary. They may include a cabinet/ dresser, television, stereo, books, changing table,
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bassinet, flowers, dead flowers, fishbowl, ceramics, game boards, coffee mugs, towels, blankets,
coasters.
The idea of a living room seems quite simple if it is broken down this way. Above, I have
chosen seven traits or characteristics that influence the rest of the room. These are the
components I work with in my paintings. I am aware that this inventory is particular to my
experience and differs from others’ experiences.
A room is a place I can mentally travel back to if I want to tap into some kind of
memory. The interior is at the forefront of my subject matter because domestic space is a
storyteller. It speaks about what one has or does not have, what one wants to show or put away. It
can also be a container for emotions, and is often one of the few spaces a person can control.

Metaphor/ Memory
I first held onto the idea of a room holding emotion when I began painting the room
where I was a year before I got sober at the age of 19. This room was filled with more emotional
turmoil than any space I have ever lived in in my life. It became devotional to make paintings of
this space. I was once again connected with this space, in a therapeutic sense. It was loaded with
metaphors. I painted scaffolding inside of the room, as scaffolding symbolized the idea of
rebuilding. I spent time in France and noticed the old weathered buildings with aluminum
scaffolding and orange tape around them. Something fascinated me about the idea of this modern
day structure colliding with a building so old. For these places to survive, they needed to be
rebuilt. I felt this as a similar parallel to my lived experiences and began translating these
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experiences into paintings. Through the process of working on subjects that were feared or
negative, I switched to focus on subjects and experiences that were full of joy.

(Fig 1)
My painting Fish Pillow (Fig 1), from 2020, is a view into my deceased grandparents’
living room filtered through my language of painting. Each object and characteristic of this
painting is materialized by memory. Painting from memory allows for unlikely events to occur in
my paintings. These unlikely events take shape through the act of me being the composer or
creator: because I am tapping into memory, I can give hints of what the space felt like. I
emphasize the feeling and resonance of the space over the actual properties contained. I become
the editor, the decider of what is seen or unseen. I find freedom in not being constricted by a
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photograph. The distance from a photograph also introduces perspectives that would not be
possible in a mechanically reproduced image.
In Fish Pillow, for example, the image is grounded in what reads first as a living room,
complete with a rug, table, and the arm of a chair. On further examination this living room
becomes a set of boxes or a grid that separates each section from each other. That sense of
containment or compartmentalization contrasts with the otherwise warm/welcoming tone of the
image.
My grandmother was a connoisseur of fish memorabilia and “wonky” sculptures. In the
front of the painting is a pillow with a fish on it and a table full of trophies and sculptures. These
moments allow me to introduce memories or metaphors from my childhood. While I do not
expect these references to be accessible to a viewer, their inclusion keeps me excited about the
painting, not only because I become an active participant in the image, but also in the sense that I
am paying tribute to the living spaces I have experienced, and to the different people and spaces
close to me. This engagement is also important for my process because painting can be
vulnerable and emotional. Being inside of the studio is nerve-wracking and feelings of anxiety
are often present. The process of thinking about and devoting paintings to a friendly known
subject or object makes being inside of the studio more worthwhile.
Arch Positano (Fig 2), from 2020, offers a glimpse into a trip I took to Positano, Italy,
with my wife. I made a painting of this experience simply because it was the most joy I have
ever felt in my life. We were newly-weds and were driving a Vespa around the rolling hills of
Positano. There were many archways in Positano, which inspired the arched composition.
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(Fig 2)
In thinking about the dividing of space of this painting, I wanted to offer the viewer a
glimpse of interior and exterior, interior being the floor that grounds the painting with childhood
scribbles and the exterior being a hint of the rolling hills present in Positano. Metaphor plays a
part here in the blue shark-like object hanging down from the arched trophies. The painting
needed an antagonist to offset the sense of romance and perfection that was otherwise driving the
painting.
These stories, memories, and metaphors offer an introduction to the process of my image
making. The story is just a driver for the work, important for my process in engaging with the
painting, but for the viewer the story is less relevant. I am not hoping to convey a message to the
viewer through narrative, but rather allow the narrative to be the device that organizes a painting.
Still, intent can be felt by the viewer, and the paintings offer the possibility of an experience that
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might resemble some qualities of the motivating story. The paintings allow for a deep dive into
sensations through color, shapes, and overall atmosphere.

(Fig 3)
Beryl (Fig 3), from 2020, presents the dining table of my childhood home in Arizona.
This painting exemplifies how I contemplate the boundaries between interior versus exterior.
Inside is a round dining table with six red chairs inside of an alcove with three windows. I spent
hundreds of hours in the chair on the right, as each morning and evening we were to sit in the
same chair. There was always a regimented way of setting out each placemat even though we
were a family of four. Part of the intrigue in representing this space is that it was a space of
control. What interests me here is capturing the desire that people have to impose their own order
on things dealing with the interior, in contrast with how the exterior world works, where one can
rarely control how things are organized or how they look. In the exterior is a pool with desert
rocks, trees, and a night sky with saturated orange squiggles.
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My lived experience in this space offered me the ability to not have to worry, when
painting the space, about what goes where, but know that the important parts of this room were
the three windows, round table, specific chairs, pool with rocks, and trees. The space provides a
readymade composition. Once the framework is laid out, I can let go of the memories and deepen
my relationship with the act of painting and how the paint is applied. The trees reference the
placemats, the squiggles on the table, floor, pool, and sky. All of these elements have a similar
touch, allowing the painting to be read as a whole through a consistent vocabulary of
mark-making.

Color
I intend for my palette to feel like a long day at the beach where the colors are in full
force, but you have forgotten your sunscreen. I am thinking about the sun-burns, bleached hair,
and colorful striped swimwear. I am thinking about the beach in California where the sun sets
within the palm trees. I often think about how a surrounding influences a palette such as Agnes
Martin’s Southwest USA, Richard Diebenkorn’s Bay Area or David Hockney’s Los Angeles. In
using my palette, I hope to interrupt and possibly take over the viewer’s senses for a moment, to
place them in the “zone” where life becomes hyper-focused, maybe just for a moment—for a
track runner, this is the moment when they are waiting for the whistle to blow, when their mind is
abnormally focused. I attempt to deliver a minor part of this sensation through color in my work,
by butting up saturated colors as well as conducting a certain aesthetic harmony. I hope to
overwhelm the viewer, and in that sense absorb them into the painting.
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Moonflower (Fig 4), from 2020, demonstrates my use of color in an immersive way. It
offers a glimpse into the interior of a living room with a picture on the wall, two seating objects,
a vase with flowers, and a window. The light source is only given a place in this painting in the
couch on the left side, which is casting a slight shadow on the front of the couch.

(Fig 4)
Other than this shadow, light is suggested through hue and value shifts. Overall, the work has a
warm chromatic temperature. The palette exists outside of reality, as the colors are exaggerated:
they are not referencing nature and lean toward the artificial. Warm reds, oranges, and yellows
make up the majority of this painting and are offset by their complementary colors in various
parts, where a portion of ultramarine blue is introduced. Patterns line each object, including the
wall and floor. The wall is made up of small oil stick marks with cadmium yellow on top of
cadmium red. This creates a sensation for the eye and demonstrates the importance of
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underpainting in my work. I find exciting opportunities to charge a painting by shifting the color
of the underpainting. For example, the floor of this painting has a vibrant green underpainting
which shows through underneath the red.
I am interested in how the different languages of color can exist together. In my practice
of mixing color I often think about Howard Hodgkin. Michael Auping writes that Hodgkin’s
color “has a strange quality of simultaneously seeming totally invented, and yet completely
natural.”2 I intend to achieve the same balance of inventiveness in my paintings. Auping also
writes, “Hodgkin’s color is so far out, so blatantly charged with retinal stimulation, that it
catapults him out of the context of the post impressionist and fauvist sensibility into a zone all
his own.”3 I have always found myself drawn to the idea of representing my world through
painting as an elaborately charged field of color. I am drawn to saturated objects, clothing, and
especially art. In the museums early in my life, I found refuge encountering the Fauves; it felt
like home.

Histories
A specific history of painting is embedded in my practice, which I will highlight through
a few specific paintings I have seen in the past. In 2017 in London, I made my way into the
Howard Hodgkin Absent Friends retrospective at the National Portrait Gallery. More than any
show I have ever seen, this is the one I think about most. Hodgkin, who flew under the radar for
so long, painted images alluding to memory and sensation through color, being and space.

2
3

Auping “A Long View” Pg 19.
Ibid.
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(Fig 5)
Hodgkin’s 1977-1984 painting Interior with Figures (Fig 5) depicts the interior of a room
made up of many small brush marks and gives subtle hints of a figure and objects in a room. The
part about Hodgkins’s work that impresses me most is this desire to not present the whole
picture, but instead capture the feeling of a space through a vast array of mark-making and hint at
sensations through color. These are the parts of Hodgkins’s work that I bring with me into the
studio.
Henri Matisse, Pierre Bonnard, and Édouard Vuillard have also shaped my interest in the
domestic sublime. Post-Impressionism lands right in the middle of Romanticism and current
times. Bonnard merged the domestic interior with the outside world. He never painted from life,
finding it restrictive, and instead often painted the places he knew best, interiors, from
memory—apparently as a way to shed the pressures of technology. Memories, too, have the
ability to escape the bind of technology. Post-Impressionism still had a foot in the natural world
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but also grounded itself in domestic subject matter, still lives and interiors. Bonnard, wedged
between Impressionism and Symbolism, bridged the gap of painting interiors combined with the
natural landscape.

(Fig 6)
Bonnard's painting, The Open Window (Fig 6) from 1921 allows the viewer to enter into
an overly exaggerated interior with an open window. The interior is painted predominately with
saturated oranges and pinks. This allows the viewer to experience a real separation between the
interior and exterior. Outside of the window is a tree and sky, allowing the viewer to experience
both nature and domesticity. I hope to achieve a similar sensation through my own combined
depictions of interior and exterior. Bonnard was also a figurehead of Les Nabis, a group of young
French painters working in Paris from 1888 to 1900 who believed that a work of art was not a
depiction of nature, but a synthesis of metaphors and symbols created by the artist. These artists
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were searching for different subject matter and, similar to my experience, found refuge in
metaphors dealing with the interior.

Technological Influence
In 2020, the pandemic hit and I left myself without a studio and decided to have a baby; it
drove me away from painting. The living room became the only place to spend time. I sought
new ways to connect with humans in the outside world, as I no longer rode the train through
busy streets to a studio where I could paint. There was a certain freedom that came with this
departure from the studio. I turned toward my computer, a place where I had not spent much time
previously. I opened myself up to learning about computers and started feeling like I had when I
first began painting. I taught myself to code and became obsessed with the creative process
involved with this. I forgot about my studio that contained a mass of unfinished paintings,
canvases stretched on wood, and endless materials and possibilities.
This forgotten place of the studio in a strange way was not missed. I found a studio
inside of writing code on my computer. I began thinking a lot about how I made paintings and
how that was comparable to writing code. In my studio, I would set certain rules, which would in
turn produce a painting. The rules became clear and started to feel like an algorithm. For
example, a painting might have a striped floor, a patterned seating object with cartoon-like
pillows, one more seating object disguised as another surface, a painting on the wall, and a
pattern that reflects the pattern of the floor. Then there is the window, with a sunset and a plant,
and the result is a painting. A certain amount of algorithmic steps lead to a painting and I
compare that to the steps it takes to produce a digital artwork or application. Something about
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the amount of information a computer can process in a short time has bashed heads with my slow
process of painting. I was now sitting with a world of possibilities, similar to the cliche blank
canvas, and I found a new solace. This is where I am at today, on a bridge towards a new way of
making that is developing itself into a new movement. Society and technology is at the forefront
of my mind.

Conclusion
My journey in painting has been a bumpy road this past year and that has allowed me
to realize the importance I place on memory. I also understand how privileged I am to have
memories without too much hardship. Both inside and outside of my painting life, the role
memory plays in daily life influences the state of my mind each day. If I am holding onto the
memories where I was suffering or obsessing too much about memories, it is difficult to move
forward. In writing this statement I have realized most that the skies, objects, plants and interiors
I capture in my work allude to my idea of an idealized safe space for myself and others to
experience. What happens next is for me to find out if this safe space should exist in the realm of
oil paintings or a newly developed virtual world.
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Thesis Installation Images

Installation View, Nicholas Norris, Dec 17 - Jan 3, 2021
Left to right, woodstock, patio, moonflower, beryl

Installation View, Nicholas Norris, Dec 17 - Jan 3, 2021
Left to right, patio, moonflower, beryl
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Installation View, Nicholas Norris, Dec 17 - Jan 3, 2021
left to right, trophies, arch positano, woodstock

Installation View, Nicholas Norris, Dec 17 - Jan 3, 2021
left to right, trophy yellow top, trophy pink dots, trophy blue triangle, trophy red e, trophy green finger
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Installation View, Nicholas Norris, Dec 17 - Jan 3, 2021
kopf

Installation View, Nicholas Norris, Dec 17 - Jan 3, 2021
left to right, other place 6, other place 5, other place 4, arch positano
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Installation View, Nicholas Norris, Dec 17 - Jan 3, 2021
left to right, arch positano, other place 3, other place 2, other place 1

Installation View, Nicholas Norris, Dec 17 - Jan 3, 2021
left to right, arch positano, ormond
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